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TESTIMONIALS
“I have been fortunate to work with Evelyn St Germain and League Marketing for many years.
Always a dynamic and growing portfolio of hotels and DMC’s to keep pace with an ever-evolving
industry!
Aside from the consistent kind and professional engagement, the timely responses to requests,
big and small, place them a cut above!!”
Frank Baquero
Mansour Travel, A Virtuoso Agency

“LMG properties are amazing!
Working with Evelyn and Dylan is wonderful. They are truly just a phone call away! Knowing that
our mutual clients are taken care of when needed at a moment’s notice.”
Patty Thorington
Travel Advisor & ASTA National
Board Director

“Thank you, Evelyn, for all your help and expertise over the years. League Marketing has
always been a reliable and trusted source for me.”
Katie Cadar
Director of Leisure Sales @
TravelStore

“After 42 years of being in this business I have learned that a good connection with sales and
marketing companies is a must. I have been connected with LMG for over 20 years and have
booked many of the properties multiple times and Evelyn always makes sure the clients are well
taken care of when on their journeys. LMG is also a big believer in seeing and getting to know
the properties is a must for her travel agent clients so she puts out many Fam Trips a year
which really help when it comes to having the confidence in personally knowing the property
and or the Tour Operators. You can sell with confidence when booking LMG portfolio.”
Laura Branigan
Co-Owner of PB&J Travel

more

“First of all I want to say is how much I appreciate everything that you do and all of the exciting
adventures LMG brings to us as travel agents and to our clients as well. I say adventures
because that is what LMG provides. Learning about new destinations and the properties
represented by LMG is at many times like opening a door to a different world. Whether it be a
private island in French Polynesia or a guest ranch near the California wine country. LMG is a
constant source of great information.
Thank you LMG for keeping all of us informed!”
Al Lopez
Co-Owner Fiesta Travel

“I have been using LMG for the past 9 years. They are always available and respond quickly
whether I have a question on a resort, need assistance with a client in destination or reaching
out to the hotel to make sure they have a nice room. I am so thankful for the relationship and
opportunity they have given me to grow my business.”
Heidi Nanigian
Owner @ Heidi’s Holidays Travel
Agency

“Our Coastline advisors love getting to work with Evelyn and LMG! A beautifully curated
portfolio, combined with incredible professionals – LMG is an incredible representative of
its clients, and an amazing support for the advisors that it serves.”
Jay Johnson
President of Coastline Travel Group

“I have been working with Evelyn from League Marketing and her associates and
properties for many years.
As a veteran travel agent, It is a pleasure to work with such a committed, well respected
company. Evelyn goes out of her way for both the agents that work with her and their
clients. It is a pleasure to do business with them. She is well respected by her peers and
represents some of the best companies in the travel business.”
Dale E Strong
Owner @ Strong On Travel

“We at Exquisite Travel Group Can't say enough about the team at LMG! They are
amazing partners in travel that truly understand the travel agency's & travel advisors
needs.
LMG is always timely and responsive to any business inquiries and special requests.
They make the job of a travel advisor easier!”
Paul Dhadda
CEO - Exquisite Travel Group

